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RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ 

RECORD SUBMISSION FORM 

 
 
Name:   

 
Forename: 

 
Date of birth: 

 
Address:   

 
Nationality 

 
Profession:  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact Details  e-mail address      phone nr.  website 

RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ STATEMENT Part 1    TITLE: 
Proposed Name of Record (for example: The Most 6” Pancakes Flipped in One Minute, 
The Most Dominos Balanced on One Domino, The Fastest Drum Beats in One Minute, The Most Sit 
Ups in One Hour). 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Category:  

 This is a NEW record (never done before). 

 This record attempt is BREAKING an existing world record: 

If BREAKING provide details of who holds the record, when done, where recorded, the details of 
the record, and how your attempt will break that record.  
 

Held by: 
Recorded by (RHR™, Guinness™,etc: 
Date: 
Where: 
 
 
 
 

 RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™  believes, “Records are made to be broken” provided they are done 
under the same or similar conditions! 
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RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ STATEMENT Part 2         RECORD FACTS:  

Describe in detail the facts for your submission. Include all measurements, times, etc. 
Date of Event: 
Location of Event: 
What did you do? 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: If this is a NEW record attach a Rules/Guidelines page giving the specifics, in detail, of what 
used, how, etc. 
 
RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ STATEMENT Part 3         DOCUMENTATION:  
The more documentation included the easier it will be to decide if world record status can be 
awarded. 
For example: 
> video (PAL in the UK ,NTS C in the US ) 
> DVD 
> photos, 
> newspaper clippings,  
> TV/media coverage 
> 2 witness statements (see Witness Statement Form). 
 
In submitting the information I understand that RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ (RHR) is 
not obligated to designate World Record status to my submission as that decision is based on the 
belief in supporting evidence and/or relevance of my claim.  

 RHR’s policy is to seek records that are reproducible, breakable and based on skill.  
 Freak, strange and unusual anomalies are not world records. 
 “Stunts” involving luck or uncontrolled danger should not be submitted. 

Upon acceptance an Official RHR World Record Certificate is available. Submission to RHR web 
database is guaranteed. 
RHR assumes no responsibility or liability in your record attempt. 
RHR does not sponsor nor compensate a record setter.  
Full liability and responsibility for the record attempt is solely upon the record breaker whose 
responsibility is to evaluate and take all measures to ensure the safety of him/herself and any 
participants or spectators. 
I have read and understand the above statement and attest that the information provided is true 
and accurate. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signed      Name                                                                                                  Date 
RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ - Registry of Official World Records™ 
Dean Gould (U.K.), Founder. (The Rev.Dr.) David R. Adamovich (U.S.) 
The mission of the Record Holders Republic ‘Registry of Official World Records’ is to standardize the definition, authentication, 
registration, and organization of Official World Records with respect to time, distance, and amount, or any other quality so defining world 
records.  
The Registry will serve as a clearing house for records collated and reported by Record Holders Republic (recordholdersrepublic.co.uk), 
and Believe The Unbelievable! (Bartleby Press, 2008, in press) 
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RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC™ CONDITIONS 
 

 

A RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC ™ RECORD is an effort that is first accomplished 
or enhances an existing performance and is interesting enough to arouse public 
interest and be the subject of competition. 
 
 
A RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC ™ RECORD requires special skills, must always 
be measurable and comparable and, for the evaluation criteria, reach dimensions 
above the norm, such as quantity, size, number, speed, etc. We strongly advise 
against attempting to record that could in any way endanger the health of the record 
breaker or anyone else involved. Extreme records are only listed if they have been 
carried out by professional stuntmen under the most careful safety conditions. 

The World Record Company or RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC ™ assumes no 
responsibility for accidents or illnesses that may arise in connection with a record 
attempt. We suggest that medical care is guaranteed in all cases. In this context, the 
applicant / record breaker confirms that he will carry out his record attempt at his own 
expense and risk. 
 
In addition to these general record conditions, there are many special guidelines and 
rules designed to ensure the comparability of record performances. Record 
contenders must observe the general conditions of the existing records and ask 
RECORD HOLDERS REPUBLIC ™ EUROPE BEFORE attempting to set the record. 

 

Date_____________________________________          NAME____________________________________________________ 

 

Signature: _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I have read and understand the above conditions 

 


